Management Society Sets Automation Fair for-PET

The Society for the Advancement of Management will sponsor an Automation Fair Thursday, May 10, from 12 to 10 and Friday, May 11, from 10 to 4 in Pauline Edwards Theatre. All students are invited.

The purpose of the Fair is to acquaint students with the theme of automation and its practical application in the business world.

Among the participating companies, and their exhibits they will present, are: Remington Rand, Univac: R.M.C. Associates, closed circuit television; Sylvan Electronics Products, atomic display utilizing automation and Freed Transfer Corp., a computer system featuring remote control.

The Society has endeavored to make this Fair a success by mailing thousand invitations to businesses throughout the city, for their participation. The Association of Manufacturers, which is cooperating with the Society in the staging of the Fair, has mailed thirteen hundred letters to its New York members enlisting their attention.

Labor Leader to Speak

Ted F. Silvey, national director of education for the AFL-CIO, will be one of the speakers to address the Fair's audience.

Arrangements are now in progress to have leading speakers of management and labor discuss the pros and cons of Automation.

Three Seek Top Post

In Council Elections

The filing of petitions for the Student Council elections, to be held next Tuesday, indicate an unusual interest in SC office seeking offices and a complete lack of enthusiasm for class council and Student Council representatives for the office being filled.

A three way race for president has developed between David Golovsky '57, SC treasurer; Harvey Issacson '57, SC Blood Bank chairman; and Ida Laucher '56, SC vice-president. Running for vice-presi- dent are SC reps Sheldon Brand '56, Paul Douglas '57 and Bill Lipton '58.

The running for the position of secretary are Skip Easter '57 and Alvin Traum '58, and one for corresponding secretary is Herman Berger '57. Both candidates are unopposed for National Student Association delegate.

In a three-way race for treasurer, candidates are Richard Bourret '59, Joel Issacson '56 and Moi Weiss '57. In the lower senior class, Oscar Fischer and Nat Waldman are running for president and Paul Maina is unopposed for vice president.

Mardi Gras Gala Festivities

To Star Davis and Shepard

By Stew Kampilnacher

The second annual Mardi Gras will take place Saturday evening at the Baruch School, Sammy Davis, Jr., star of "Mr. Wonderful," Doris Anne Gray, Mercury recording star, and Dick Shepard, WNEW disc jockey will perform in Pauline Edwards Theatre to climax an evening of games, entertainment, and dancing. The theme of the evening is "Carnival of America" and the music of Gene Levine and his band in Hansen Hall. Tickets for the affair are $1.50 and are on sale at the 10th floor both.

Shepard, who will emcee the proceedings, in P.T. was born in New York City. He attended Music and Art High School and was awarded a scholarship for voice and composition at the University of Miami.

While at college, he worked at a local radio station. The Association next, and Shepard worked eight years with the Voice and America as both executive producer and director of the Japanese desk and as a special envoy of the government.

The theme for this year's Mardi Gras is "Skyline." All booths will be decorated in New York and will represent the general theme of the day.

To highlight the evening, Sam-

my Davis, Jr., who will be crowned as king of the Mardi Gras, will reign alongside a "queen" chosen from the five judges seated at the Council Conjunction Ball—Monique Bronschweig, Joanne Hoyt, Arlene Golend, Lorraine Davie and Iris Hecht.

Seniors Honored:

Council Elects 33 to CSM

In a discussion that lasted seventeen years, Student Council elected 33 seniors to Chi Sigma XI, honorary society for students who have excelled in extra-curricular activities, at its meet-

Elected with highest honors were Robert L. Cord, former SC president; George Grant, past House Plan president; Morton Lanzaro, former Inter-Club Board chairman; Edward Lazarus, Inter-Club Board treasurer; Peter Stein, Inter-Club Board chairman; and Harold Sheinbach, Inter-Club Board chairman. The awards were presented by conducting officers.

Drs. Theobald To Hear Theobald

Boatride Tix Now on Sale

Tickets for Student Council's annual Boatride committee will be purchased at $1.50 each from either Dr. P.C. Li, the central treasurer, in 222, or from selected salesmen. Students, when buying tickets, are advised to bring their library cards, which will serve as identification.

Dr. Theobald was consultant for the School of Engineering for Automation since 1948. He is also professor at the School of Engineering. Columbia University where he has held the post since 1948.

Chairman of The College Federal Agency Group since 1950, Theobald was consultant for the Division of Organization and Administration of the National Education Association in 1949, and chairman of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

Wrote Two Books

He is a member of the New York State Association of Colleges and Universities Education Board and a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

Spering and Gerald Weinger, A.B., who elected must attend the Charter Day Convocation Tuesday.

Marsden Award

Dave Mamberg, an upper senior, was selected as recipient of the David S. Mossesson Award. The award is made to a graduating senior majoring in advertising who has excelled in extra-curricular activities.

Mamberg, president of the Will-iams and Universities Education Board, in its name, represented the Baruch School at the recent "In- College Evening Session from 1926.
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Tuesday, May 7, 1956

Princeton and Alger Hiss

The New York Times's article on Alger Hiss, which appeared in the New York Times, is a moving and well-researched account of the Hiss case. It is a significant event in American history, and the Times does a great service by bringing this story to light. However, I would like to point out some inaccuracies in the article.

Firstly, the Times states that Hiss was a member of the Trilateral Commission. This is incorrect. Hiss was not a member of the Trilateral Commission, but rather a member of the Council on Foreign Relations, which is a similar organization.

Secondly, the Times states that Hiss was a member of the American Communist Party. This is also incorrect. Hiss was not a member of the American Communist Party, but rather a member of the Communist Party of the United States.

Finally, the Times states that Hiss was a member of the American Bar Association. This is also incorrect. Hiss was not a member of the American Bar Association, but rather a member of the American Bar Association's Committee on Legal Education.

I believe that these inaccuracies are important to correct, as they could lead to misunderstandings about Hiss's political affiliations and activities. I hope that the Times will correct these inaccuracies in a future edition.

Sincerely,

[Name]

Editor's Note

The editors of The Princetonian have decided to publish this letter in its entirety, as it raises important questions about the accuracy of the New York Times's article on Alger Hiss. We hope that this letter will encourage further discussion and debate about this significant event in American history.

Theatre in Review:

"Death of a Salesman"

by Richard Kwortner

Theatre-in-Review is a column written by a staff of theatre critics from the New York Times. This week's article is about the play "Death of a Salesman," which is currently playing at the Ethel Barrymore Theatre.

The critics describe the play as a powerful and emotionally charged depiction of the life of a working-class family in the United States. They praise the performances of the lead actors, particularly Marlon Brando, who plays the role of Willie Loman, a struggling salesman.

The critics also note the play's deep exploration of themes such as the American Dream, the pressures of family life, and the struggle against personal failure.

Overall, the critics recommend the play to anyone interested in the theatre, as it is a well-crafted and thought-provoking piece of work.

Sincerely,

[Name]

Editor's Note

The editors of The Princetonian have decided to publish this article in its entirety, as it provides important reviews of a significant American play. We hope that this article will encourage further discussion and appreciation of the theatre.

Pi Alpha Tau Sorority Elects Three Finalists for "Prince of Phi" Title

Pi Alpha Tau, the only national business sorority, announced today that it will elect a "Prince of Phi" on May 17. The sorority, which has chapters at Princeton, will conduct its annual election this year.

The sorority's election committee has selected a group of three finalists who will be invited to compete for the title. The finalists are:

- John Smith
- Jane Doe
- Mark Johnson

The election will take place on May 17 in the Princeton Inn, and the finalist who receives the most votes will be declared the "Prince of Phi."

Sincerely,

[Name]

Editor's Note

The editors of The Princetonian have decided to publish this article in its entirety, as it provides important information about the annual election of a national business sorority. We hope that this article will encourage further discussion and appreciation of the sorority.

Savoir Faire

Learn to say in French to find the right word that best fits in the sentence.
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at Brooklyn Law School

Call Richard Sackenoff, of Lyric Associates, for more information.
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City ‘Nine’ Splits Doubleheader; Tilts Highlighted by Six Homers

In an afternoon highlighted by six home runs and marred by ten errors, nine of them by City College, the Beaver baseball team split two games with Wagner College, winning the first, 3-2, and losing the second, 13-8, Saturday at Babe Ruth Field, the Bronx.

Basil Nacinovich, the College's shortstop, scored the winning run for the Beavers in the seventh inning of the first game when he smashed a homer over the right-center field fence. Nacinovich also scored in the fifth frame when, after doubling, Andy Tel linger knocked him home with a pinch-hit single.

Johnny Ryan accounted for the third Beaver run, slamming a ball 330 feet away, for a homer in the sixth inning.

In the second, but only two of Wagner’s 12 runs were earned. Pete Mareano, the Dutchmen's second baseman, knocked in two runs in the seven-run second inning with a home run and came back even stronger in the second contest, making five miscues.

The Beavers, after making four errors in the first inning, came back even stronger in the second contest, making five miscues. Only this time, the errors proved costly. Wagner scored seven runs in the second, but only two of them were earned. Six of Wagner's 12 runs were unearned.

Pete Mareano, the Dutchmen's second baseman, knocked in two runs in the seven-run second inning with a home run and came back even stronger in the third.

The Beavers came close to tying it up in the fifth when they came up with seven runs, making the score, 9-8, Wagner's favor. Johnny Ryan, the veteran Beaver first baseman, homered with two outs in the seventh, drilled a drive for DeLuca in the seventh.
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